
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Coined by anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss, the term 
Bricolage is a rich french term that vaguely translates into the 
English word “tinkering.” The verb bricoleur defines someone 
who’s, “universe of instruments is closed, and the rules of his 
game are always to make do with whatever is at hand” (Strauss, 
1962). Significant to the concept of my game, the term Bricolage 
is metaphorically a way of thinking and making.

The making process and decisions making encountered used 
‘bricolage’ methods by working with what is at hand such as 
building the entire box out of paint stirring sticks. Likewise, 
limiting my colour schemes and visual qualities to an initial 
visual essay which can be further explored at this link:
http://www.jvlia.com/#/creative-process/ 
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PROJECT RATIONALE

Bricolage is a conceptual game created in light of discovering a dialect spoken between 
the cognitive and instrumental world; focusing on the process of making and thinking. 
The object of the game is to create a unique piece of creative work utilizing boundaries 
presented by a blend of techniques and methods extracted from the disciplines of Fine 
Arts, Design, and Craft. The game deliberately forces the user to work with methods 
outside of their repertoire and apply them in unusual combinations—yielding individually 
unique investigations. The game then becomes a system that pushes boundaries in 
thinking and making by requiring the user to work within set implemented boundaries, 
triggering improvisational and problem-solving juices.

The instructions involve drawing one card per category (concept, material, method, time, 
and challenge) enlisting the boundaries the player will have to work within while creating 
the piece. An example would be, convey Movement, using Plasticine/Clay, strictly using 
the Colour Pink, applying Patterning as a method, and create this within 30 minutes.
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